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March General Meeting

March 2021
March 3—Business Meeting via ZOOM
6pm
March 7—Fly-in Santa Paula (KSZP).
Remember that KSZP does not have
an instrument approach.
March 18—General Meeting via
ZOOM 7pm. Look for your email
invitation. –————————————>
April 7—Business Meeting via ZOOM
6pm
April—General Meeting Date & Time
TBD
May 15—OC 99s’ Scholarship
Application Deadline

Are you curious about local weather? Did you know we had
local weather? Are you the type that takes a stingy, cursory
glance at page one of your weather brief before
deciding that's enough of that, and hopping into the plane
because the sky is clear? Remember that some weather is
invisible, so it pays to understand it.
In this weather webinar, flight instructor Garry Felker will
expand your horizons of what you consider interesting about
weather. Garry will build up your tolerance level to weather
subjects, clear up common misconceptions about weather,
and excite you with a weather chart called Skew-T LogP that you’ve probably never used before but you should, to
save time and get most weather at-a-glance.
By the end of this webinar, you will be able to answer:











OUR MISSION — The NINETY-NINES® INTERNATIONAL
ORGANIZATION OF WOMEN PILOTS® promotes
advancement of aviation through education, scholarships, and
mutual support while honoring our unique history and sharing
our passion for flight. Established in 1929 by 99 women pilots,
the members of The Ninety-Nines, Inc.®, International
Organization of Women Pilots®, are represented in all areas of
aviation today. And, to quote Amelia, fly "for the fun of it!"

Secretary: Sofia Nosratabadi
Treasurer: Lena Wilson






What causes weather?
What makes fronts move?
Why do we generally have good weather in Southern
California?
Why do we need to know 3 different lapse rates?
Why do we get Santa Ana winds?
What causes thunderstorms?
What cloud families does the FAA wants you to know?
(It’s not what you think.)
How does, “From high to low, look out below” work?
Why do a cold temperature correction
for some approaches?
How to determine how effective your brakes will be on a
slick runway.
Why is our ocean water always so cold at our beaches?
Why aren’t all of our approaches perfect?
What’s the difference between rain and showers?
How is the weather brief in Foreflight different
from WXBrief?

Southwest Section Winter Workshop

~By Pat Prentiss

The Southwest Section Winter Workshop was called to order on January 23,
2021, by Governor, Pat Chan, at 0900 PST and concluded at 1300 PST.
Introductions of dignitaries in attendance were given by SWS Vice Governor,
Dea Payette, and included all past SWS Governors and SWS International
Presidents. International Director, Robin Hadfield, was our International
Representative and presented social media on “Achieve Your Goals through
Analytics”. Members Alison Barker joined with “Social Media 101, The Basics”,
Katie Harford presented “Creating and Promoting the 99s Community on
Instagram”, and Sheena Templo presented “Security in Social Media”. All did
an excellent job and we learned quite a bit with the main focus on social media.
After lunch there was a Q & A panel from the comfort of our homes that
featured member and moderator, Francine Garcia. Francine was joined by
Alison Barker, Katie Harford, Sheena Templo and Robin Hadfield, all
contributing to the answers.
Past Governor, Jeanne Fenimore, shared the decision to cancel the
International Conference on the Queen Mary. As disappointed as our members
are, we just do not see going ahead with a conference that has so many
unknowns. Members will soon be given an option to move their registration to
the conference next year in Charleston, South Carolina or receive a refund.
Charleston is going to be amazing; so, of course, members are encouraged to
move their registration forward.
All in all, the SWS Winter Workshop was fulfilling and very interesting.
Members went through the steps of social media and recognized that social
media is the way of the future and the means in which we are keeping
connected.

Left to Right: Celia Vanderpool, Kelsi Calvillo, Sofia Nosratabadi, Jennifer Walinowicz,
Sanjal Gavande, Jinifer Conover, Diane Myers, Pam Hengsteler

HEMET FLY-IN

By: Sofia Nosratabadi, Diane Myers, Jennifer Walinowicz, Sanjal Gavande, & Garry Felker
Our first fly-in after hibernating for a year was to Hemet. That’s right next to the Church of Scientology. Jennifer set it
up that way. This is what happens when you empower someone as a Fly-In Ambassador – the first thing they do is
position you right where they want you.
There were three pilots-in-command: Jennifer, Kelsi, and Celia. The rest of us were innocent bystanders. Each crew
departed from a different airport, and each had difficulties on departure.
Jennifer was missing a tow bar. Apparently, someone broke it a few days before and didn’t think to replace it, or was
hoping no one would notice. Jennifer also discovered at the last moment that hers was the only plane on the field with
no headset jacks in the back seat, so Jinifer couldn’t hear Jennifer and Sofia’s frontal communiqués. Without the noisecancelling benefits of a plugged-in headset, Jinifer was subjected to listening to engine noise, which can be unnerving if
you’re not used to hearing it in its unfiltered glory, your paranoia on heightened alert for differences in pitch, wondering
what it all means.

Kelsi had difficulty opening the oil cap during her preflight because the previous pilot got nervous and screwed it on too
tight. Apparently, everyone but Sofia knows there’s a tool for that, called the dipstick removal tool, to help twist off
stubborn oil dipsticks. It’s an ingenious invention designed only for removal, so there is no way of tightening the cap. If
you want it, Jennifer challenges you to get it. It’s always on back-order, because it’s so popular.

Anyone else wants to fess up to being mechanically-inclined to the point of ordering plane parts online all by yourself? If
not, you can do it the Diane Myers way – with
a pair of pliers. Just make sure you don’t drop
them inside, or someone on the ground might
get a headache after you take off. And make
sure you apply the pliers to the oil cap, not the
brake fluid cap or the coolant cap. Pop Quiz:
Do you know which cap is which, now that
you’re forced to think about them side-byside? To help alleviate your newfound anxiety,
here are some gratuitous pictures of Kelsi
caressing Celia’s plane:
That’s Celia’s Cessna 180A Skywagon. They don’t make these anymore. Not to brag, but it has a 230 hp engine (for
comparison, the engine in Sofia’s SportStar is 100 hp). It’s a favorite of Alaskan bush pilots because it’s so sturdy, and
that’s exactly how Celia uses it. To give you a taste of the kind of pilot Celia is, she has deliberately landed it on these
fine surfaces before: the beach, sandbars, dirt roads, grass, and gravel.
Celia had her own difficulties on departure. She had to put on rubber
boots and enlist Diane to help push her plane out through puddles on the
ramp, conveniently downplaying the fact that Diane just had knee
replacement surgery. Celia resolved the terrible optics of this clash of
needs diplomatically – by offering Diane a step-ladder to boost her up
into the cockpit afterwards. Nothing says “I love you” like creating a
problem and offering a solution from a single source.
You may think the picture of Celia’s tail to the right is the world’s most
uncomposed shot taken by accident, but there is actually a lot going on
here. See the horizontal stabilizer with a raised elevator on it? This
contraption allows you to do a three-point landing (as opposed to a
wheel landing). If you have enough headwind, you can almost hover over
the ground like a helicopter. Which means you can land this thing almost
anywhere. Also, how often do you see a picture of a plane on a plane?
And there’s more: See that helicopter above the tail? It’s coming from
an Air Attack/Helitack base at Hemet Airport. Despite its menacing
name, and despite the fact that it was acquired from the Department of
Defense, its job is to attack wildfires, not people (unless by “air rescue
operations,” they mean rescuing people straight to jail). And finally, here is a rare sighting of an ADF antenna.
Remember that ADF antenna on Claudia Ferguson’s Cessna Cardinal? It’s usually impossible to see because it’s so thin,
and disguised by a busy background. Warning to parachuters everywhere: Here is an unobstructed view, connecting
the tail with the cockpit via the sky:
Here is Jennifer departing the wrong way from Fullerton Airport. She gave a riveting yet responsible briefing to us
passengers about her game plan in case we have engine
failure on takeoff. If we’re above 1,000 feet AGL, we will
attempt “The Possible Turn.” If we’re below 1,000 feet
AGL, we will land straight ahead. If you’ve ever flown out
of Fullerton Airport, at this point your mind will start
making furious calculations. Do you know how cluttered
it is over there? Nothing but rooftops. There are a
couple of streets nearby, but they’re not as wide as you
wish they were. Plus, you have to watch out for
powerlines. And don’t confuse these streets with the

railroad, which has positioned itself right next to the airport, to lure you as an option for making a “precautionary”
landing, as some of us have been taught to say, if ever contacted by the news media about our dramatic entrance into
the city.
I wonder if Jennifer scared us, I mean educated us, about this possibility because it was standard procedure required by
her rental school, or because we were approaching this plane’s weight limits. I’m not pointing fingers, and I’m certainly
not one to skip a meal, but I sympathize with Jennifer’s precautionary measures, given that the three of us combined
translated into a climb rate of 300 fpm, instead of the standard 500 fpm, even though it was a cold day.
Once in Hemet, we had another rare sighting – Pam Hengsteler! Pam was my stage checker during my Private Pilot
training. It was at Fullerton that I failed her stage 1 check because my short-field
landing wasn’t short enough. My version of events is as follows: First of all, it was an
unfamiliar airport. Second of all, there’s a fence and a railroad right before the runway,
making for an intimidating short-field approach. Third of all, the runway was short (still
is). If you’re wondering how that makes a short-field landing more difficult, don’t think
about it too hard, or it will stop making sense. Want an even rarer sighting? Here is
Sanjal’s new puppy, who is part Labrador and part Basset Hound, or Bassador. (The
head is from a Labrador, and the body is from a Basset Hound.) Whether he was there
in person or there as a topic of conversation is a mystery to all but those who attended.
He’s not as rare a breed as the Chicken Lady from The Kids in the Hall™, but still. His
name is Tuktuk. He was named after an Asian tricycle, which is a public transport
vehicle whose drivers are known for not listening to their customers. Tuktuk was that
driver to Sanjal when she first got him.
The rarest sighting of them all was Bob Lange in his Cessna L-19/O-1 Bird Dog, which is a liaison and observation aircraft.
Bob almost got entangled with me, but he wisely got out of there just in time, before I had a chance to remind him again
about how he didn’t take me to the San Clemente Island. It’s a Naval base that’s normally off-limits to civilians. But, one
fine day, Bob pulled rank as a retired Lieutenant Colonel from the U.S. Marine Corps and got permission to go there
without me.
This is the range of activities you can expect to enjoy there without me: Snorkeling, checking out coves, frying up
freshly-caught fish, watching weapons training at the firing range, and touring the ominous-sounding surf zone next to
the ocean with a raised platform and night lighting that was made for training Navy SEALs. Not to mention spying
wreckage of Russian and U.S. weaponry, including a Cold War-era Russian MiG and some seriously huge Russian mobile
missile launchers.
Nevermind that I was made in Russia and would be a perfect fit for that environment. Nevermind that my grandfather
was in the Gulag during the Stalinist regime, and my grandmother worked at a weapons factory during WWII, getting
splashed by molten metal. Bob never got a chance to hear these stories, because he didn’t take me to the San Clemente
Island.
In the final analysis, Bob leaves me no choice but to hold my breath until one fine day he changes his mind and takes me
to the San Clemente Island.

My Private Pilot Journey

~By Jennifer Phillips

I was referred to Long Beach Flying Club and Flight Academy (LBFC) in the
fall of 2017 by a JetBlue colleague. I met LBFC’s assistant chief pilot, Ryan
Davis, who gave me some information on flight training and also advice on
attending Orange Coast College for ground school within their aviation
science program. I enrolled in two ground courses that very next semester
and got involved with the flight team there. Upon completing the courses, I
received my endorsement and passed the FAA written exam in June 2018. I
started flying with Ryan at LBFC that September. I really jumped into
everything aviation then. I was flying at JetBlue as a flight attendant to pay for
flying lessons, competing with the Orange Coast College Flight Team,
attending aviation seminars, workshops, and air shows, and flying GA with
friends and coworkers for fun and Pilots N Paws for rescue missions. My
personal relationships with my family definitely took a hit as a result of my time
spent with my new goal of becoming a pilot. Between working an odd schedule at JetBlue, going to school, and spending
less and less time at home, my marriage ended and I struggled to pay for my own housing and flight training on a single
salary. I could have easily quit then and I seriously considered it. I decided to press on in January 2019, with some
instrument ground school and my flight lessons in a new living environment with roommates.
In March 2019, I received a strange call from my CFI’s charter coworkers whom I worked with once as a private flight
attendant. The man on the phone said he was “relieved to hear my voice” and told me Ryan and one of his students were
in a plane crash at Compton Airport. I drove straight to LBFC and the owner, manager and dispatch filled me in. A single
pilot T-28 Trojan landed on top of the Cessna 152 with my CFI and his student. I called Ryan’s other student Tyson and
we agreed to meet at the hospital where Ryan was miraculously alive, but in a medically induced coma with burns
covering most of his body. We weren’t able to see Ryan, but sat with his parents for a while. This was when I realized
how dangerous GA could be and that even though one can have a ton of training and announce their position at a nontowered airport, accidents happen and, in this case, Lukas, the student lost his life.
While Ryan was recovering, I decided again to continue my training with another CFI until he could hopefully return. This
CFI only worked with me a couple months before he was offered a job with the airlines. Ryan returned for a short amount
of time and was able to endorse me for my first solo in June 2019. Due to problems with his medical from the accident, I
had to start with yet another third CFI. Every time there is a change with a CFI, it takes a while to pick up where the
previous left off and to adjust to their teaching style. I slowly continued on and made it to my cross country solo to French
Valley.
When my third CFI became too busy with other students and with chief pilot responsibilities, I was referred to a female CFI
and flight attendant named Corey Lewin. She is patient (she’s a mother), driven, compassionate, and just a pleasure to
work with. The timing was not great as it was around the start of the pandemic in March, 2020. I was not flying at JetBlue
and worried about getting furloughed, and the flight school closed out of caution for six weeks. I had to retake my written
FAA exam because the first one expired and I was rusty on the ground knowledge because it had been a while since
ground school. I continued lessons once or twice per week and put them all on credit cards. She endorsed me for my long
cross country solo to Camarillo and Santa Barbara. Then my checkride prep really kicked in when I was called back to
work in November, 2020. I made a goal to finish up by the end of the year, which didn’t happen due to a mandatory
quarantine after working an overnight Mexico trip and a couple other checkride reschedules.
My checkride finally happened in its entirety on January 26, 2021, and I am so happy to say I passed! It took about two
and a half years and there were so many obstacles and heartbreaks. I can truly say it is one of my biggest challenges
and accomplishments. I was tested not only mentally and physically, but emotionally. I could have quit at least a hundred
times, but I owed this to myself. I had no idea the sacrifices I would need to make for this first step in my professional pilot
career and GA hobby and I have so much respect for those that are pushing themselves to do the same. I look forward to
starting my instrument training soon after I pay off some debt at a different school maybe in Portland, Oregon and am
interested in a tailwheel endorsement to prep me for flying a seaplane for fun. My ultimate goal is to fly for an airline so I
will have enough money to build a plane and maybe live in an air park with my own hangar.
A few things I can say are that it doesn’t matter how long it takes or how many hours. Do not compare your training to
other pilots and put yourself down. Hang in there, ladies, and persevere when you are treated differently because you are
the minority in a mostly male field. Create a network and lean on your aviation friends and fellow Ninety-Nines and keep
pushing onward and upward!
Fly safe & feel free to reach out to me.

Off to Big Bear to celebrate Marikay!

~By Shirley McFall

Diane Myers’ text came around, “It was Marikay’s birthday last Friday. Let’s fly up to
Big Bear next Saturday and have a party.” “I’m in,” texted Shirley McFall. “Great
idea,” replied Celia Vanderpool. “We can all wear tiaras.” So, plans were made. And,
Celia secretly bought a crown for the birthday girl.
Saturday dawned with wind. Lots of it. Lots of it everywhere, from the coast to the
mountains. Winds at 9,000’ were 44 knots and not from a favorable direction. The PIC
said, “This is supposed to be a fun flight. I don’t want to fight wind. Let’s go another
day.” After much discussion of schedules (you know how it is), the flight and party
were changed to the following Wednesday.
Wednesday arrived with glorious weather and not much wind. After a short delay
because Shirley left her phone at home (well, duh), off we went. Diane’s wonderful
twin Cessna 414 carried us quickly up the mountain. Just as we crested the south
ridge, Diane flew a couple of wide sweeping banks so we could check out the
peninsula where the Friends of Big Bear Valley have a camera pointing to a bald
eagle nest. The adults are currently brooding two eggs. Down the beautiful lake we
flew, finishing in a smooth landing at Big Bear Airport. Diane, Celia, and Shirley wore
their tiaras and Marikay was presented with her crown, which, of course, fit
perfectly. Very regal.

Banking to get a peek of the eagles’ nest.

Marikay showed us her official portrait as one of the Airport
Commissioners. Very professional. Pictures were taken of
her in front of her official portrait, wearing her regal
headgear.
We all piled into Marikay’s Subaru with faithful Lily and set off
Friends of Big Bear Valley Camera
to Thelma’s, a local restaurant. Sitting outside, we caught up
with each other’s goings on and did a little reminiscing. The food was as outstanding as the company. The
next destination was Marikay’s new house in Sugarloaf, a suburb of Big Bear City and only five minutes or so
from the airport. We stopped at one very sharp turn – Marikay giving us our first opportunity to see her
house – and its purple chimney. The house is on a hill, the inside is cozy and well laid out, with two balconies
to sit out on, both having great views. Marikay’s famous collection of airplane jewelry is right at the end of the hall.
After birthday dessert and lots of good conversation, off we went back to the airport to return to the flatlands. Closer to the eagles’
peninsula, we again tried to locate their nest of sticks before heading out over the dam, to no avail. The wind had increased during
our visit, but the 414 took no notice and returned us to Palomar Airport quickly and comfortably. Another fine landing by Diane and
off we went home - after a very satisfying and enjoyable day.

Catalina Checkout with Carol Benne

~ by Keith Reynolds

I learned it's some CFI's tradi on to ﬂy together to Catalina for lunch a er your checkride.
So during an early phase of ﬂight training when my CFI Carol Benne casually men oned to me "when ﬂying to
Catalina--and we will--we'll depart towards Long Beach to gain al tude before heading out overwater.." I
ﬁxated on the "and we will" part. Because that was something to look forward to!
A ﬂight to Catalina may not qualify as cross country but it sure feels like it upon arrival. It's a startling combina on
of feeling far from home yet s ll able to look back at the mainland and see where you came from or even where
you live.
Runway 22/4 has its quirky challenges, so it's important to go with an experienced guide to safely transit the
channel, brief on procedures, and of course that approach to landing. It helps to have a great CFI in Carol Benne
who trains you well but also knows how to have fun. Thanks for that!
Yah-hey!"

Parked at Catalina
Checkride passed!

Catalina Landing Cer ﬁcate

Carol commented: Nearly a year had passed before Keith and I ﬁnally got to make our ﬂight to Catalina.
Unfortunately the restaurant and gi shop were closed so I didn’t get the chance to buy him lunch as
promised! Gives us a good reason to head over there again some me soon.

Hi Carol —
Thank you for a great mission. I used your likeness and voice in a few bits of this short video I made.
Have a look and let me know what you think.
https://youtu.be/UsuDDz6zi6M
One for the books! Thanks again!
Keith

Orange County Ninety-Nines Scholarships
The Orange County Chapter of the Ninety-Nines® International
Organization of Women Pilots® is offering up to three scholarships to
local women. The number of scholarships awarded is dependent upon
the amount of funding available.
In 2021, our chapter will award three scholarships: the Eleanor Todd
Aviation Scholarship, the Orange County 99s Aviation Scholarship
honoring Vicky Anderson and the Orange County 99s Aviation
Scholarship honoring Shirley Tanner.
Each scholarship is $3,000 and can be applied towards Private Pilot
Certificate, advanced certificates/ratings or towards Airframe and
Powerplant (A&P) advancement. If there are no applicants for the
A&P advancement scholarship, it may be awarded to flight training at
the discretion of the scholarship committee.
Orange County 99s Aviation Scholarship applications will be available
soon.

Non-Tower Airport Ops or… “Anybody There?”
Those of us who have been flying for quite some time have often been to “uncontrolled” or “non-tower” airports. If
you fly outside the SoCal airspace, these are the norm, with airport control towers being few and far between.
Recently, and much to my surprise, the ATIS at my home airport (KCNO) announced that the control tower was
“closed until further notice”. Virus quarantine rules had shut down their operations, and so the airport became
“non-tower” for a while and the tower frequency became a CTAF (Common Traffic Advisory Frequency). It was
rather interesting, and everybody had to be extra cautious and alert. I was reminded that it’s easy to get used to having the
tower controllers there to help point out traffic and direct your taxiing, take-offs, and landings. Below are some things you
might want to think about before you head to a non-tower airport – especially if you’ve never been to that particular airport
before!
1.
2.

3.
4.

5.
6.
7.

8.

9.

11.
12.

13.

14.

15.

Watch for traffic! This is ultimately the very most important rule in any traffic pattern, but especially when
there is no tower to coordinate traffic. All eyes in the airplane should be scanning for other aircraft.
Be aware that radio broadcasts are not required at non-tower airports. An aircraft in the pattern and not
talking on the radio is perfectly legal. Another reason to keep your eyes open! Obviously, radio broadcasts help, but not
everyone will make them, nor are they required. A good case in point is Santa Paula airport, where there are all sorts of
antique airplanes that have no electrical system installed. Of course, there’s the other extreme, too, where some eager
beaver in the pattern is using the radio so much, you can’t get a word in edgewise to let other traffic in the area know
where you are.
Circle overhead on arrival, especially if you are unfamiliar or unsure where the other traffic is. I’d recommend that you
maintain at least 1500' AGL (pattern altitude + 500 feet) while circling.
Check for segmented circle and windsock / wind tee / tetrahedron for pattern and runway in use. Be aware
that they may be hard to find, or may be inaccurate. A wind tee is sometimes tied down at the tail and used
to indicate runway landing direction. If the wind has shifted, it may be pointing the wrong way. (I actually
saw this at Agua Dulce once a long time ago.)
Look for other wind indicators such as flags, trees, blowing dust, to verify the windsock indications.
Cross over the runway at 90 and watch to see what happens to your ground track. This will help you determine the
wind direction.
Do not blindly trust the person who may be monitoring the Unicom frequency and responding to radio calls for
information. That person may not have looked outside lately, may not be a pilot, etc. Double check for yourself! If the
airport has an AWOS (Automated Weather Observation Station) listed, tune in and get the latest information.
Check for other traffic in the pattern to see which way they are flying. They may not be doing it the way you expect.
Nice, neat, standard traffic patterns are not required by regulation, but are recommended in the AIM, and also by
common sense, and general expectations.
Do fly the “Standard Pattern” for that airport, which may have some deviations for noise or terrain. Other traffic is not
going to be expecting you to do a straight-in landing - even if you are in a fast twin, you do not have the rightof-way. In fact, it's just the opposite – slower traffic has right-of-way over faster.
10. Enter downwind on a 45 and fly the pattern as published. If no TPA (Traffic Pattern Altitude) is available
to you, assume 1000' AGL. This will help with noise abatement and also in spotting potential traffic conflicts.
Look for traffic in the opposite direction on final. An aircraft with no radio may not have heard your broadcasts and if the
wind is calm, might just have decided to land the other way.
Broadcast intentions and airport name. Start and end your broadcasts with the name of the airport so there will be no
confusion on the Unicom frequency as to which airport you are referring to. Frequencies aren’t as doubled up as they
used to be, but at Corona, you can often hear the traffic at Catalina because they’re both using 122.7. At Hemet, you
can hear traffic for Cable as both use 123.0. Keep your communication short and to the point, too. If there are a lot of
airplanes in the area, everyone will appreciate it if you use the KISS (Keep It Short and Sweet) principle. 
State your position accurately. Don't report over someplace you passed or haven't reached yet. Check your VFR chart to
see what the usual reporting points might be for that airport - they'll be marked with little flags and the name of the
point.
Check the pattern before takeoff - If you cannot see 360, pivot the aircraft all the way around in the run-up area so you
can see the upwind, downwind, base and final legs of the pattern. Watch for traffic landing in the opposite direction
while climbing out.
Do Your Homework First - Look up the frequency(ies) and other info for the airport BEFORE you go.
These are on charts, in the Airport Facilities Directory, in some of the commercially available flight
guides/apps, and online. Make a note of anything unusual. Have the Unicom frequency, TPA,
lighting info, runway length, etc. in a place where you can see them quickly, in case things get
suddenly busy and you have to look for traffic instead of info.

Have a SAFE flight! 
Claudia Ferguson
Safety
San Fernando Valley 99s
© 2021 CK Ferguson

Not only can you fill out a NASA report online, but you can also view pilot stories. These
are what we call the “ooopsie” reports. Be sure to sign up for the free NASA Callback
newsletter. “ASRS’s award winning publication CALLBACK is a monthly safety newsletter,
which includes de-identified ASRS report excerpts with supporting commentary in a popular
“lessons learned” format. In addition, CALLBACK may contain features on ASRS research
studies and related aviation safety information.”
Click here to view ASRS’s publication: https://asrs.arc.nasa.gov/publications/callback.html

Happy March Birthdays!
3 Amy Davis
7 Pam Doddridge
8 Carol Bennett
13 Irene Bates
14 Caryl Collins
18 Donna Harris
20 Trudy Briscoe
20 Lina Tullberg
20 Avery Lalor
26 Chris Stulik
29 Anastasia Rogachevsky
30 Isabel Burton
If we missed your birthday, Happy Belated,
and please send the date to Irene Engard — engards@aol.com

Thank you to all who have contributed to this issue!
Plane Tales is a collaborative effort. We count on many
to help make it the wonderful newsletter that it is.
OUR MISSION
OUR MISSION — The NINETY-NINES® INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATION OF WOMEN PILOTS®
promotes advancement of aviation through education, scholarships, and mutual support while honoring our
unique history and sharing our passion for flight. Established in 1929 by 99 women pilots, the members of
The Ninety-Nines, Inc.®, International Organization of Women Pilots®, are represented in all areas of
aviation today. And, to quote Amelia, fly "for the fun of it!"

Join us Online
Chapter Website - https://www.oc99s.org
Facebook - https://www.facebook.com/oc99s
Contact the OC99s - OCninetynines@gmail.com
Amazon Smile Link - https://smile.amazon.com

To a Very Accomplished Woman: All Ninety-Nines

